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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The overall vision for softball in New Zealand is set out in the Growing Softball 2014-2018 document1.
Softball NZ's strategy is focused on growing the sport of softball, based around four strategic goal
areas:
1.

Grow and develop participation.

2.

Growing our business.

3.

Connecting softball nationally.

4.

Create championship athletes and coaches on the international stage.

The overall objective of Goal 3 is to provide leadership and guidance to the membership, and build
excellence through people affiliates, facilities and partners. Of particular relevance to this plan is an
initiative 'to develop and implement a national facilities strategy'.
Development of a National Facilities Plan is aligned with the need to ensure facilities are available to
accommodate anticipated continued growth of Softball in established areas2, and for new facilities to
be provided in some areas where there is evidence that the sport is being re-introduced after a period
of non-activity e.g. within the Northland area.
Softball NZ surveyed its member associations, and the information was analysed, to inform this plan3.
Access to fit-for-purpose facilities significantly impacts on the growth of softball, as does pressure
from other sports-field users which reduces availability of facilities.
The main challenges that directly impact on growth of the sport of Softball in New Zealand is the
declining membership, and the quality of leadership, administrative and coaching capacity and
capability. This impacts on softball's ability to respond to opportunities created through population
changes.
Ongoing investment in marketing, promotion and development of softball, including programmes in
schools, is required to stimulate growth. Generating growth in target population areas - young people,
girls, migrant community - creates a significant opportunity for growth.
The Plan establishes, on an evidential basis, utilisation of current facilities and gaps in service provision.
This informs decisions about what facilities are needed, where the priority areas are located, and how
might facilities be improved or provided.
The Plan has a 10 year timeframe. Associations have a responsibility to report annually to Softball NZ
on membership and participation numbers, and could also report at this same time on facility status

1

Softball NZ: Growing Softball 2014-2018

2

National Facilities Plan, Clause 9 showing need to plan for growth in Auckland, Canterbury and Waikato

3

Softball NZ National Facilities Questionnaire, 2017
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relative to membership trends, and any changes that have resulted. This process will provide current
and relevant information that will enable Softball NZ to support associations and clubs to influence
local decision making and include projects in territorial authority Sport Facility Plans.
The National Softball Facilities Plan:
1.

Identifies all of the facilities that are currently provided.

2.

Identifies ways in which use of current facilities can be maximised.

3.

Identifies what facilities are required to meet future needs (gaps in provision).

4.

Identifies priorities for softball facility development within each association area.

5.

Identifies the link between softball facility gaps and local and regional facility plans

The National Facilities Plan was developed following considerable consultation with the affiliated
provincial associations, and an analysis of all available information. This work occurred through
August 2016 to August 2017 using the following methodology:
1.

Analysis of national and Association membership levels between 2011/2017

2.

Analysis of facility data collated from all affiliated Associations

3.

Analysis of gaps in provision of softball facilities

4.

Analysis and alignment with regional and/or local facility planning

5.

Analysis of demographic data including growth predictions to 2038

6.

Analysis and alignment with the Sport NZ Group Strategic Plan, 2015-2020

7.

Analysis and alignment with the Sport NZ Community Strategy 2015-2020

8.

Analysis and alignment with the NZ Sporting Facilities Framework

9.

Consultation with Sport NZ.

Considerable emphasis has been placed on aligning Softball NZ's National Facilities Plan with the
strategies of the World Baseball and Softball Confederation (WBSC), and with the strategies developed
by Sport NZ to guide national and regional bodies, based on evidential research.

2.0 STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
2.1

International Softball

The WBSC has established a Development Commission with a key focus on developing baseball and
softball at all levels. The focus is on supporting, developing and if needed offering high quality
programmes to the National Federations, particularly to those with the greatest needs. The goal is to
increase global assistance to athletes, reinforce the National Federations structure and management
capacities, and support coach development4.
The WBSC Venue Guide sets the standard for facilities for Olympic, World Championships, Regional
and Multi-sport Competitions5. The venue guide specifies the standard required for the playing field,

4

www.wbsc.org/Softball Development

5

www.wbsc.org/Technical-Manual-&-Venue-Guide
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stadium and outfield seating, practice fields, floodlights, scoreboards and administrative, media and
athlete support facilities.
New Zealand has a history of successful hosting world championship events. In 1976 the World Men's
Softball Championship was held in Hutt Valley, in 1986 Auckland hosted the World Women's Softball
Championship, in 2004 Canterbury hosted the World Men's Championship and in 2013 North Harbour
hosted the World Men's Softball Championship.
The WBSC has awarded hosting rights for the 2021 Men's World Softball Championship to Softball NZ.
The event will once again be held at Rosedale Park, Albany in Auckland. The WBSC has also provided
opportunities for countries to bid for forthcoming world youth and major championships, and it is
expected that bids will be received from within New Zealand for these events.
The New Zealand Black Sox team is ranked No. 1 and the New Zealand White Sox team is ranked 5th
in the WBSC rankings. The New Zealand White Sox will be competing to participate in the 2020
Summer Olympic Games. Women's softball was an Olympic Sport from 1996-2008 and will feature,
along with men's baseball, at the 2020 Summer Olympics.
New Zealand is very important to development opportunities globally, as it is one of the few National
Federations that has the capacity and capability to host international events at facilities that meet the
high standards established by the WBSC. This plan identifies facility requirements that will ensure
New Zealand remains an important part of the National Federation membership of the WBSC.

2.2

Sport New Zealand

Sport NZ's long term strategy responds to challenges faced by sport in four key areas - young people;
strengthening the local delivery of sport; ensuring traditional sports pathways remain strong
(especially in low participation communities); and continuing to drive high performance outcomes6.
Softball is fully aligned within each of these key areas. Although softball caters for people from aged
4 - 60 (or older), the predominant active participant is aged 6-45; There is a strong focus on growing
female participation in softball (aligned with re-entry into the Summer Olympic Games); there are
diverse population groups with an interest in playing softball - Maori, Pacific, Asian; and Softball NZ
participates successfully at world championship events.
The Community Sport Strategy focuses on the future of community sport in a rapidly changing
environment7. Some of the changes signalled create opportunities for softball to grow its participation
base. Softball is a global game, and the increasing ethnic diversity opens up more markets for softball
in New Zealand, in particular from immigrant communities such as South Africa, China, Japan,
Philippines, and the Pacific nations as well as from our own Maori population.
Changes in the consumption of sport (declining team and organised sport) creates opportunities for
modified forms of the game to be offered e.g. T Ball, slow pitch and masters competitions. Softball is

6
7

Sport NZ Group Strategic Plan, 2015-2020
Community Sport Strategy 2015-2020, Sport NZ
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a popular sport with Maori and Pacific communities, and there are opportunities within some regional
areas to create growth e.g. Northland, East Coast of the North Island.
A focus on young people and sport aligns with the work being done throughout New Zealand to engage
with Regional Sports Trusts to deliver kiwi-sport programmes in schools. The focus on population
groupings with low or declining participation, aligns with softball's focus on Asian, Maori, young
women and lower socio-economic communities.
The NZ Sporting Facilities Framework was developed in response to an identified need for better
decision-making about sporting facilities 8 . The framework provides a 'way of thinking about the
provision and management of sport and recreation facilities that will benefit everyone involved in the
sector'. This is based on a belief that if there are more of the sporting facilities New Zealand needs,
then more New Zealanders will be enabled and encouraged to take part in sport.
The Framework identifies a number of challenges that means that New Zealand does not always have
the sporting facilities that it needs. The sport of Softball can relate to some, if not all, of these
challenges.
•

Gaps and Duplications: Decisions are made in isolation and as a result there are too many of one
kind of facility and not enough of another.

•

Facilities not Fit for Purpose: Changing code requirements, community standards or user
expectations.

•

Facilities we Cannot Afford: Money available to build but not able to meet ongoing operational
and maintenance costs.

•

Facilities due for Replacement: High operational and maintenance costs, and major reinvestment
required to renew the facility.

This plan is predicated on the six-step Sporting Facilities Framework, in so-far-as it is able. While the
plan identifies current and future gaps in provision, it does not identify specific sites, clubs or local
geographical areas where the priorities lie. This level of detail needs to be developed at a local level
in conjunction with local authorities, and in partnership with Regional Sports Trusts and other sporting
codes.
The principles contained within the Sporting Facilities Framework are fully embraced. These are based
around the central theme of facilities meeting an identified need and being fit-for-purpose. There is
a strong emphasis in the plan on partnering and collaboration to ensure accessibility, sustainability,
integration and future proofing.

2.3

Regional and Local Sport Facility Plans

Increasingly, sport facility plans are being developed to ensure more effective and efficient decision
making around what sports facilities should be provided, where they should be provided, and the

8

The NZ Sporting Facilities Framework, Sport NZ
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priority for investment. Local authorities are working in partnership with regional sports trusts where
there is a cross-over of local authority boundaries.
Following is the status of facility plans for local authorities in New Zealand as it relates to Softball
(note that a number of the sport facility plans focus on allocation, utilisation and maximising use of
playing fields which may benefit softball).
Plan

Status of Plan

Northland Region Sports There are no specific priorities for softball identified in the plan. The Kaikohe Sport
Facilities Plan, 2015
Facility Plan identifies the need to re-establish softball diamonds at Lindvart Park,
Kaikohe. The Otaika Sports Park (Whangarei) Feasibility Study identifies an
opportunity for development of softball diamonds at the park to meet future
demand.
Auckland Sport Sector: Priorities for softball are identified in the plan, aligned with the Auckland Softball
Facilities Plan, 2017. The schedule of facility priorities attached to the Plan will be
Facility Priorities Plan 2017
updated annually. The Auckland Softball Facilities Plan will be updated in January
2018.
Waikato Regional
Facility Plan, 2017
BOP Spaces and
Strategy, 2017

Sport The current plan does not include any softball facility projects, but a review of the
plan is under way - Waikato Softball will take the opportunity to see whether the
scope of the plan can be widened to include upgrading diamond sport facilities.
Places There are no priorities for softball identified in the plan. There is a process for
considering new projects for inclusion in future plans.

Hawkes Bay Regional Sport
Facilities Plan, 2015

The plan identifies a need to review facility requirements for HB Softball at Akina
Park, Napier, based on the considerable growth being experienced at the time the
plan was developed.

Manawatu-Whanganui
Regional Sport Facility Plan,
2017

Manawatu Softball Association facilities are documented in the plan, but they did
not engage with the planning process. PNCC is undergoing long-term parks and
reserves development, including Colquhoun Park, Palmerston North, where softball
is based.

Taranaki Regional Sport The plan is under development - an opportunity to reflect Softball's needs. No junior
Facility Strategy, 2017
softball currently being played in the Taranaki area.
Wellington Regional Sport
& Recreation Plan, 2017

The plan is under development - an opportunity to reflect Softball's needs

Whanganui Sport &
Recreation Strategy Facilities, 2016

Wanganui Softball Association has not been involved with the planning process, and
there is an opportunity to ensure inclusion in an updated plan.

Nelson-Tasman Places
Spaces Plan

& No references can be found for a Nelson-Tasman Places & Spaces (sport facilities)
plan.

Christchurch Places
Spaces Plan, 2017

& The plan is under development and Canterbury Softball are fully engaged in
discussions. Included in the plan is a proposed upgrade of Mizuno Ballpark with 2 x
outfield/infield turf diamonds with floodlighting with 1,400 lux levels.

South Canterbury
Facility Plan, 2017

Sport This plan is under development, and a representative from Aorangi Softball has
attended a meeting convened by Sport Canterbury. There are no plans for new
softball facilities or upgrading existing facilities.

Southland
Places
Spaces Plan

and There is no strategy in place but Sport NZ are discussing this possibility with the
Invercargill City Council. There is a Surrey Park Development Plan and softball is
advocating for provide softball facilities to meet growth projections.
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Otago
Regional
Facility Plan, 2017

Sport The plan is under development - an opportunity to reflect Softball's needs. No junior
softball currently played in North Otago.

Priority softball facility needs must be clearly articulated and included in regional and local sport facility
plans. Local associations need to invest time and energy in making submissions to local authority
annual and long-term planning processes. Submissions must clearly articulate current provision,
provide membership and participation statistics demonstrating growth, and identify gaps in provision
to meet sport needs.

3.0

CONTEXT

3.1

National Activity Trends

Every few years Sport New Zealand commissions research into New Zealand’s participation in physical
activity and sport. Some key findings from the most recent report (2014) are9:
•
•
•

29% of adults are sport and recreation volunteers
66% of adults are interested in trying a new sport or doing more of an existing sport
Men and younger adults are the most active. Women, older adults and Asian populations
participate the least

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports Club membership has decreased. Only 22% of adults play sport in Club competitions
Team sports are more popular with young adults, Maori and Pacific populations
The most common way people pay to participate is pay-to-play as it offers flexibility
Lack of time is the number one reason why people don’t participate in sport
Cost is a large influencer on people’s sporting decisions
Over half of the population participate in sport for social reasons.

Softball NZ and its Associations must address these trends when considering facilities and
competitions. The large number of adults interested in trying a new sport is an interesting statistic as
it is essentially a population of potential softballers. Consideration needs to be given to how to recruit
these adults in a form that considers their preferences – low cost, social, flexible and time conducive.

3.2

International Softball Structure

Softball New Zealand is a member of the WBSC, which was established in 2013 by the merger of the
International Softball Federation and the International Baseball Federation. Headquartered in
Lausanne, Switzerland, the International Olympic Committee granted recognition to the WBSC as the
sole competent global authority for both the sports of baseball and softball on 8th September 201310.
The WBSC has 193 National Federation Members in 133 countries and territories across Asia, Africa,
Americas, Europe and Oceania. The WBSC oversees all international competitions, and holds the
exclusive rights of all competitions, tournaments and world championships featuring national teams.

9

Sport NZ, National Activity Trends, 2014

10

www.wbsc.org/history
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3.3

National Softball Structure

There are twenty-three provincial associations who are members of Softball NZ. The provincial
associations play an important role in developing players, coaches, umpires and administrators. They
are responsible for providing and maintaining quality facilities in partnership with territorial
authorities.
Local associations organise local and regional competitions, and Softball NZ develops a programme of
national tournaments which are delivered by associations in partnership with Softball NZ. The national
competitions provide a pathway to success for those athletes who aspire to represent their association
or New Zealand in the sport of softball.
Softball NZ organises national competitions for Under 15 years, Under 17 years, Under 19 years, Under
23 years, Open Grade National Fastpitch Championship and National Club Championship. Softball NZ
also organises annual national secondary school tournaments in two divisions. Each of the
competitions is organised separately with male and female sections provided.
Locally softball is predominantly organised around junior and senior competitions. Junior
competitions includes Small Sox (0-4 years), Tee Sox (5-8 years), Kiwi-Sox (Primary and Intermediate
School), Rookie Sox (9-12 years, and Emerging Sox (13-18 years). Senior competitions include slow
pitch (generally played socially) and fast-pitch versions of the game including Evergreens and Masters.
In the majority of cases, softball is organised on a disbursed basis within local authority areas. This
means that teams travel and play across a city or district area to play softball, with perhaps only 1 or
2 diamonds provided at each venue, and sometimes no clubroom facility at which they can gather.
Two key issues arise from a disbursed facility network, Lack of storage for the backstops, bases, home
plate and, where they are provided, outfield fences is problematic. The varying quality of the grounds,
which impacts on the quality of the participant experience is also problematic. Local softball
associations need to work directly with their local authority to address these issues.
Central Otago, Nelson, North Harbour, Tairawhiti and Western Bay of Plenty have centralised facilities,
with all teams playing at a single venue. Playing at a single venue provides advantages in terms of
organisation, the number of volunteers needed, provision of storage, the quality of the fields, and
generating a sense of community for softball.
Softball NZ has identified a number of initiatives that are designed to generate growth within the sport,
and provide pathways for talented players, which may impact on facility requirements. These are
summarised in Clauses 3.4, 3.5 and 4.2.

3.4

Softball - A Family Sport

A recent national softball participation survey collated key insights through key areas: membership,
ex-membership and non-participants11. The fundamental objective of the exercise was to ultimately
ensure the sport is more sustainable across all life stages, genders and competitions.

11

Softball NZ Member Survey, June 2017
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The survey identified catalysts and motivations for people playing softball and the access
points/channels through which they entered. In addition, common areas of exit were identified, as
well as areas that had an impact on the ability to retain softball membership. A number of key insights
were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.

47% of softballers indicated they entered the game due to family connections
30% of softballers indicated they exited the game due to family commitments
72% of softball participants enter the game under the age of 12 years
31% of non-softballers indicated they would play softball if more social formats were available

The survey has created an opportunity for Softball NZ and associations to place more emphasis on
ensuring products are family focused, given the impact that this has on participation and retention of
membership. The survey results indicate that this is an area that needs increased investment, as a
point of difference with other codes.

3.5

Masters Softball Plan

Masters Softball is a global game that offers New Zealand clubs and associations an opportunity to
offer another diamond sport product to the local community. Masters competitions are often
tournament based and accommodate men and women over three age divisions +35, +45 and 55+. By
providing competitions through these life stages the game can retain its existing membership, attract
new membership and develop opportunities to expand the game.

4.0 CURRENT POSITION
4.1

Registered Players

In 2016-2017 the total number of players registered with Softball NZ in all forms of the game was 6,270
senior players (based on 15 players per team) and 17,995 junior players (based on 15 players per
team).
The number of registered senior and junior teams has decreased in the period from 2011 to 2017. The
overall decrease is consistent with national sport trends (Auckland junior figures were not been
recorded accurately in 2012-2013 and 2015-16 so create a distortion which cannot be fixed).
While Auckland, Canterbury, Counties Manukau, Manawatu, North Harbour and Tairawhiti have
substantially increased junior softball participation, disappointingly North Otago, West Coast and
Taranaki are no longer playing junior softball. Reportedly this is not through lack of interest from the
young people, but rather lack of leadership, capacity and capability at an administrative level.
Note that no records are kept by Softball NZ of the breakdown of the active population participation
(generally considered to be aged 6 - 19 for juniors and 19-45 for seniors). This information may be
gathered in future to more specifically identify the sport needs.
The following table shows Softball NZ's playing strength numbers (teams) for the last six seasons for
registered open grade teams (seniors and juniors).
N a t i o n a l F a c i l i t i e s P l a n | 11

Associations

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

Senior

Junior

Senior

Junior

Senior

Junior

Senior

Junior

Senior

Junior

Senior

Junior

Aorangi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

37

Auckland

82

279

82

548

78

210

78

547

77

705

78

158

Canterbury

71

181

71

176

76

175

79

214

77

230

80

212

Central Otago

0

32

0

32

0

29

0

32

0

28

0

23

Counties Manukau

28

67

28

55

23

59

25

73

30

77

35

77

Hawkes Bay

23

152

21

150

21

115

21

131

17

113

16

106

Horowhenua

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

Hutt Valley

42

65

48

91

38

95

41

69

42

73

42

81

Manawatu

5

36

2

38

0

61

0

45

2

45

4

63

Marlborough

3

21

3

17

4

18

4

22

3

19

2

16

Nelson

14

42

12

31

14

33

14

29

14

29

15

17

North Harbour

34

56

28

59

30

52

26

56

24

54

28

65

Otago

14

116

11

104

12

99

14

92

18

75

14

57

Tairawhiti

10

30

4

40

6

37

6

42

5

44

5

45

Southland

17

39

18

32

18

36

17

45

20

40

22

44

Waikato

16

58

14

55

14

54

7

45

10

19

11

53

Wanganui

4

34

5

48

2

44

0

44

0

48

0

45

Wellington

72

117

76

103

70

103

68

105

66

93

61

48

Western BOP

8

14

8

10

8

12

5

18

8

19

5

12

443

1339

431

1589

414

1232

405

1609

413

1711

418

1173

Total

open
grade

teams

Aorangi Softball Association has recently affiliated to Softball NZ with 47 junior teams, and Bay of
Islands has joined for the 2017-2018 season with 35 junior teams (not reflected in the above figures).
Softball ceased in the Far North some 18 years ago, but a group of passionate volunteers have worked
tirelessly over 3 years, delivering programmes within schools Softball NZ has identified that there are
opportunities for similar junior softball developments in Whangarei and New Plymouth.

4.2

Social Softball Participants

There has been growth in the number of social players playing softball. This trend is consistent with
the trend identified by Sport NZ for less competitive forms of sport in which participants enjoy
participating without the pressure of competing.

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

Aorangi

0

0

0

0

0

10

Auckland*

0

0

0

0

0

0

Social Teams
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Canterbury

19

14

19

22

28

21

Central Otago

3

3

1

5

5

5

Counties Manukau

10

10

17

15

18

0

Hawkes Bay

0

0

0

0

0

0

Social Teams

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

Horowhenua

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hutt Valley

0

0

0

0

0

0

Manawatu

1

6

6

11

12

14

Marlborough

0

4

0

0

0

0

Nelson

0

0

0

0

0

4

North Harbour

22

20

22

19

26

26

Otago

8

10

6

6

0

0

Tairawhiti

0

4

6

5

5

2

Southland

0

0

0

0

0

0

Waikato

0

0

0

9

0

9

Wanganui

4

4

4

2

7

8

Wellington

0

0

0

20

14

14

Western BOP

6

6

8

6

8

6

Total social teams

73

89

89

120

123

117

*Note that Auckland had reported social team numbers from 2011-2015, but these were not teams
registered with Auckland Softball. For this reason they have been removed from the table. Auckland
has indicated they intend to develop social grades which will be recorded in future.
Sport New Zealand’s activity trends show that social sport is very popular and people want sport that
doesn’t consume a lot of time and is inexpensive. Social softball enables participates to start when
they are very young and to continue to play well into their 60's and 70's.
Softball NZ has developed and is implementing a Slo-Pitch Plan. There are currently social competitions
(Slo-pitch) operating in at least 9 of 20 softball associations, with further penetration signalled or
anticipated. Providing social competitions where people can play with friends, there is a reduced time
commitment and less focus on winning and more focus on fun and enjoyment, will meet changing
consumer needs.
Slo-Pitch has the potential to widen softball's target audience and attract greater membership for
clubs and associations. It is a fast growing recreational sport played on a worldwide basis, with
international, national and local competitions for age group and adult players.
A benefit of social softball and Slo-Pitch Softball is that it doesn’t need a fenced, skin diamond to play
on, and it can be played on week nights, so doesn't require additional facilities to be provided.
Any large, grassed, flat area may be suitable therefore there is no need to consider facilities provision
for social sport as a priority. Line markings are required, although alternatively the side lines and
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outfield can be marked out with cones. If Slo-Pitch becomes significantly more popular in the future
this may need to be factored into consideration when undertaking future facility plans.
There is a significant opportunity for growth in social softball in New Zealand. The recent World
Masters Games, hosted in Auckland, attracted 138 teams (1,794 athletes) from 8 countries. Softball
NZ has signalled that it intends to leverage off this event, which will create new opportunities for
growth and put increased demand on existing facilities but will be unlikely to create demand for new
facilities.

5.0 SOFTBALL FACILITIES
5.1

Facility Hierarchy

The following general facility hierarchy definitions have been used within this plan12.
Olympic: A facility with the ability to host Olympic level competitions, and meet the strict criteria
established by the IOC (there is an Olympic standard venue in Sydney, Australia).
International: A facility with the ability to host international competitions/events (i.e. between
nations).
National: A facility with the ability to host national and regional representative tournaments and to
serve as a national high performance training hub for softball.
Association/Local: A facility with the ability to host local and association competitions as well as interassociation competitions (but not national tournaments).

5.2

Current Facility Provision

Softball NZ does not provide any facilities for softball, so its role is one of advocacy and support for
associations so that the facility needs of the sport can be met. The focus of this plan is on identifying
what facilities are currently provided; where additional facilities are needed; identifying whether the
facilities provided are fit-for-purpose; and providing guidelines for how Softball NZ and associations
can influence future planning13.

5.2.1 International Softball Facilities
In New Zealand there is one senior international softball facility based in Auckland, which Softball NZ
believes is sufficient to meet the needs of the sport for the foreseeable future, given the significant
investment that is needed for an event that is likely to come to New Zealand only once every 8-10
years.
The advantages of an Auckland location, over other venues within New Zealand for a senior
international event, are its accessibility to international travellers, the range of accommodation
available to meet the needs of athletes and officials, access to training, sports science and

12

Appendix 3 includes the matrix criteria for international, national, association and local facilities

13

Section 6 contains an inventory of Association facilities
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accommodation facilities at the Millennium Institute, access to Sky TV's ground crew, and access to a
large population base that is willing to pay to watch quality international softball.
Softball facilities that can cater for international junior events are also essential to maintaining New
Zealand position within the WBSC family, and to providing opportunities to take international softball
to the country. Canterbury Softball's plans to upgrade their facilities will enable them to bid to host
international junior events and international test match series, as well as being an important South
Island location for national tournaments.

5.2.2 National Softball Facilities
In New Zealand there are 14 national softball facilities 14 . Softball NZ is able to host national
championship events in Auckland, Canterbury, Hawke's Bay, Hutt Valley, Manawatu, Nelson, Otago,
Tairawhiti, Southland, Waikato, Wanganui, Wellington and Western BOP (and junior national
tournaments at Ray Small Park, Counties Manukau).
Junior international events may be hosted at all associations that have national standard facilities e.g.
Auckland, Hutt Valley and Canterbury. These associations may also host test matches played between
two international countries.

5.2.3 Association and Local Softball Facilities
Softball Associations do not own their own grounds. They are solely reliant on local authorities to
provide fields for play. Local authorities are increasingly under financial pressure and either do not
have spare land, or do not have the resources to develop and maintain additional sports park facilities.
This report acknowledges the need to maximise use of existing facilities, as doing so is more cost
effective than building new assets. Maximising use of facilities may include the following to facilitate
more softball being played more often on existing facilities:
1. Upgrade diamonds with artificial playing surfaces.
2. Provide artificial batting boxes, pitching plates and bases.
3. Provide floodlights to enable games to be spread over more nights, and make diamonds
available for training.
4. Create diamond sport arenas with shared spaces for softball and baseball.
5. Explore opportunities to use tertiary, secondary and primary school fields for softball delivery.
6. Hire cricket nets for training (particularly during winter months) or use commercial, batting
cage facilities where these exist.
Facilities for softball includes the fields on which softball is played, floodlights that enable teams to
train to play softball, and enable night games to be played to increase the range and quality of
competitions played, and the clubrooms/changing rooms that are provided to service softball.

14

Matrix Criteria for international, national, association and local facilities is included in Appendix 3
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Skin or artificial fields are ideally suited for senior softball, and should be the quality standard set
within each association that is fielding senior teams15. All senior national softball tournaments are
played at venues that provide skin or artificial diamonds. Associations that do not have skin or artificial
diamonds are disadvantaged if they cannot train on the surface on which they will play when entering
national competitions.
There is no record of whether or not dugouts or spectator seating are provided at each park as these
are desirable but not essential. Except for international events, there is no requirement to provide
spectator seating, although it is desirable to be provided at all parks for the comfort of spectators,
particular for national tournaments.

5.3

Shared Facilities

Throughout New Zealand, softball shares facilities with winter and other summer sports. They share
grounds, they share floodlights (infrequently provided for softball), and they share clubrooms. Of the
associations surveyed, only three do not share any of their facilities with other organisations.
Most commonly, softball shares fields with winter sports, primarily rugby union, football and rugby
league. This can be beneficial as competition for the grounds during summer months is not limited by
having to share with other summer sports. Associations do encounter issues during the MarchApril
and September-October months where the sports cross-over (common to all sports).
Three associations share grounds with summer sports, which becomes an issue as space for
tournaments has to be booked well in advance, and weekend competition space is limited. Sharing
space with a winter sport is preferable, as there a clearer seasonal separation during competition
times.
A number of clubs (with support from their respective softball associations) are looking to develop and
move into multi-sport complexes, where a number of sports operate out of the same clubroom facility
and share both grounds and clubrooms. The survey of softball associations showed that 70% of the
associations that have clubrooms share them with another sport code.

5.4

Diamond Sports

There is an assumption that baseball and softball can easily share ground space. A junior game of
baseball can be played on a senior softball diamond, but a standard senior softball diamond cannot
be used for a senior baseball game. This is because the fields are a different size (baseball bases are
9.14 metres further apart), and baseball pitchers pitch off an elevated mound that is further away than
a softball pitcher's ground-level mound.
There is an increasing need for diamond sports to find ways of sharing facilities, as demand for parks
and reserves increases, with more sports being introduced into New Zealand and changes in sports
participation created through changing needs driven by social and immigration patterns.

15

Skin diamonds may have a lime or similar infield, whereas artificial refers to composite plastic grass products
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One way of sharing baseball fields is the use of artificial pitching mounds which can be used and
replaced. Another important way of sharing fields is for Softball to be played on Saturdays, and
Baseball to be played on Sundays (or vice-versa).
Issues do arise with wear and tear on the field occurring at different places because the baseball bases
are further apart than softball diamonds (even when junior baseball is played on softball diamonds).
Additional ground maintenance is needed to maintain the grounds throughout a summer season to
accommodate the differences in sport needs.
Further discussions are needed (between baseball and softball and with local councils) to see how the
needs of both sports can be accommodated, as increasingly local authorities put pressure on both
sports bodies to find a way of sharing fields and facilities.

5.5

Future Facility Needs

In Auckland and Christchurch new parks are being developed in areas of significant population growth.
Softball needs to ensure that Auckland, Counties Manukau and Canterbury associations are proactive
and integral to the planning of facilities on those parks e.g. in the south and north of the Auckland and
in the new residential developments in Christchurch.
In the Northland region softball is showing a resurgence, so there is a need to ensure that softball's
needs are reflected in the Northland Region Sports Facility Plan (Softball NZ will likely need to take a
lead in Northland). Other areas may also benefit from a resurgence in softball, and a facility shortage
may be identified at that point (again Softball NZ will likely need to take a lead in this space). Linking
to local sports facility plans is a way in which softball's needs can be reflected.
Softball NZ has determined that the optimal number of teams per diamond should be five. This is
based on the Auckland Softball Facility Plan which established a ratio of 1 diamond per 5 teams for
club facilities (Auckland Softball does not own any facilities - all softball is played at club facilities).
On the basis of a ratio of 1:5 teams the greatest need for additional diamonds is at Hawkes Bay, while
there is currently a potential over-supply in areas of low demand16.
There are a number of variables that impact on diamond provision. Having floodlights enables a
distribution of competition games across several nights (e.g. North Harbour Softball). Having fewer
senior teams’ impacts on diamond provision, as junior teams play on smaller diamonds.
While junior teams play on junior diamonds, they also play on senior diamonds. Growth of junior
softball (where most growth is occurring) will likely be able to be accommodated without the need for
additional diamonds to be provided.
The number of female teams impacts on diamond provision, as the outfield for women's games is
shorter than the men's distance, enabling games to be played on the corners where there are two or
four softball diamonds on a single piece of land. The inventory that follows contains details of all
facilities provided at each of the parks on which softball is played throughout New Zealand. This
includes, where appropriate, floodlights, clubrooms, and surface types. Also indicated is where
facilities (fields and/or clubrooms) are shared with other sports.

16

Appendix 1 provides the current ratio of diamonds per team for all associations
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6.0

INVENTORY OF CURRENT SOFTBALL FACILITIES

The following table illustrates all of Softball NZ’s affiliated Associations and the state of current facilities based on the facilities matrix (appendences A).
Association

Venue

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Grass
diamonds

Aorangi

Morrison Park, Timaru

8

Auckland

Fowlds Park

4

Social or
junior
diamonds

Floodlights

Clubroom

Fit-for-Purpose

Level

1

Leased

Grounds poorly maintained;
Clubroom needs upgrading;
would like an enclosed skin
diamond

Association

No

Shared

Poor quality fields, plans for 1
Astroturf diamond, training
lights

Association

6

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Harold Moody Res.

2

2

Shared

High quality diamonds

Association

Duck Park

1

1

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose

National

War Memorial Park

1

2

Meadowlands Res.

2

4

Simson Reserve

1

1

1

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

2

1

1

Shared

Facility upgrades planned;
floodlights are poor

Association

1

1

Owned

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

2

1

Shared

Need a new home

Association

Phyllis St Reserve
Warren Freer Park

1

Thompson Park
The Domain, Mangere

1

1

Yes

Shared

Very poor quality fields

Local

Sturges Park,Otahuhu

1

1

No

Shared

Shortage of diamonds

Association

2

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

White Park
Kohoura Park

1

1

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Rongamai Park

1

1

1

Shared

Good quality diamonds and
space for 8 new grass
diamonds

Association
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Association

Canterbury

Starling Park

1

2

Yes

Owned

Good quality diamonds,
diamond 3 needs maintenance

Association

Brains Park

1

1

1

Shared

Good quality diamonds

Association

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Grass
diamonds

Fit-for-Purpose

Level

2

14

Major upgrade needed:
Artificial surface for 2
diamonds, repair floodlights,
establish indoor batting cages
(earthquake)

National

Venue

Mizuno Ballpark
(Cuthbert's Green)

Hagley Park
Papanui Domain

Social or
junior
diamonds

31
1

2

Floodlights

Clubroom

No

Leased

No

No

Average quality diamonds

Local

No

No

Good quality lime surface,
fenced diamond

Association

Rawhiti Domain

1

4

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Halswell Domain

2

4

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Middleton Park

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Spreydon Domain

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Crosbie Park

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Warren Park

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Rolleston Domain

2

No

No

Proposed new development

Association

Kaiapoi Park

2

No

No

Proposed artificial surface

Association

Linfield Park

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

2

No

No

Good quality lime surface

Association

4

No

Hired

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Burnham Army Camp

Molyneux Park

1
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Central Otago
CMSA

Prince Edward Park

2

2

No

Shared

Diamonds and clubroom not fit
for purpose.

Colin Lawrie Fields

1

3

No

Shared

Diamonds fit for purpose. Need Association
floodlights, need artificial
infield/batters' box

Mountfort Park

2

4

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose. Need Association
outfield fencing, backstops,
pitching mats, floodlighting

4

No

No

Fields not fit for purpose, need
artificial batters' box

Association

Fit-for-Purpose

Level

Good quality diamonds.
Clubroom needs upgrading.
Artificial batters' box, bases
and pitching mount needed on
grass diamonds.

National

Good quality diamonds

Association

Ray Small Park

Association

Hawkes Bay

Venue

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Grass
diamonds

Akina Park

2

3

Tareha Reserve

1

Fraser Park

4

2

South Park

1

2

Maidstone Park

1

Wise Park

1

Social or
junior
diamonds

Floodlights

Clubroom

Association

1

Owned

No

No

Yes

Leased

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

2

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

1

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Naenae Park

2

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Delaney Park

2

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Hutt Valley
16

Fraser Park Sportsville - new National
building, new diamond 3,
pitching blocks on skin
diamonds
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Manawatu

Colqhoun Park, PN

2

5

Marlborough

Lansdowne Park

1

1

Nelson

Saxton Field Ballpark

4

North Harbour

Rosedale Park

2

8

Association

Venue

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Grass
diamonds

Ellis Park

1

5

No

Waikirikiri Park

1

5

No

Otago

No

Shared

Good quality facilities. Need
lights for training/fencing..
Planning a clubroom upgrade.

National

No

No

Good quality diamonds. 10
year development plan to
provide clubroom with office,
kitchen, changing rooms,
toilets, storage

Association

No

Leased

Quality softball facilities; relay
outfields, level infields,
provide storage.

National

8

2

Jointly
owned

Quality softball facilities
Plans for batting cages

International

Social or
junior
diamonds

Floodlights

Fit-for-Purpose

Level

Leased

Diamonds fit for purpose
except Diamond 1 needs
upgrade for all weather use
and one grass diamond in less
than ideal condition

National

No

Diamonds fit for purpose.
Working with Papawhariki
Trust to develop a sports &
community hub. Need a 2nd
skin/ fenced diamond and
level ground to provide more
grass diamonds.

National

3

Clubroom

Tairawhiti
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Southland

Surrey Park

1

Gore Showgrounds

1

Wallacetown
Waikato

7

No

Owned

Diamonds fit for purpose.
Surrey Park Development Plan
proposes a new multisport
clubroom facility.

National

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

1

5

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Local

Diamonds fit for purpose

Local

Loss of diamonds to other
sports leading to a shortage of
2 fields.
Need 2 fully fenced grass
diamonds, storage, turf
batters' box for 4 diamonds.

National

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Surface upgrade needed for all
weather diamonds; new
fencing Diamond 1 and back of
Diamond 2; drainage both
diamonds; clubroom needs
upgrading.

National

Port

1

1

4

No

No

Resthills Park

2

6

4

No

Jointly
owned

No

No

No

Shared

Tom Voyle Park
Wanganui

7

Wanganui Softball
Ballpark

2
3
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Association

Wanganui

Venue

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Grass
diamonds

Social or
junior
diamonds

Floodlights

Clubroom

Fit-for-Purpose

Level

Springvale Park

10+

No

No

Diamonds fit for
purpose

Gonville Domain

5

No

No

Diamonds fit for
purpose

Wellington
Hataitai Park

2

1

3

No

Yes

Diamonds fit for purpose

National

Polo

1

1

3

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Alex Moore Park

1

1

4

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Redwood Park

1

2

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Porirua Park

1

1

1

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Ngatitoa Park,

1

1

4

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Association

Te Atiawa Park

2

1

3

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

National

1

No

No

Diamonds fit for purpose

Local

3

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Association

Martin Luckie Park
Wakefield Park

1

Raroa Park

1

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Association

Newlands Park

3

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Association

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Local

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Association

1

No

No

Diamonds in moderate
condition

Local

4

No

No

Diamonds not fit for purpose poor drainage. An offer from
Council to move to Bethlehem
being considered.

National

Helston Park

6

Onepoto Park

1

Waihora Park
Western BOP
Carlton Reserve

2

60

2

178

131
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7.0 CHALLENGES FACING SOFTBALL
Softball is faced with a number of challenges that impact on delivery and growth of the sport,
sustainability of the facility network, and planning for future facility provision.
Declining membership

·

Softball has experienced a steady decline in the number of
registered players, in particular at senior level. This has the
impact of reducing the demand for facilities and facility
improvements. Population growth in the southern and
northern parts of Auckland could potentially increase
membership, with the corresponding need for increased or
higher quality facilities. The rebuild of Christchurch will likely
have a similar impact.

Increasing opportunities to
grow social and other forms of
softball

·

An opportunity not supported by sufficient resources and
marketing expertise to adequately reach this market.

Local authority support for
sport

·

There are increasing demands on local authorities to balance
the needs of sport with other demands. This may in future
lead to a reduction in service quality, increased charges for
using Council facilities, or reallocation of softball grounds to
other sports, which may have an impact on membership and
participation.

Leadership, administrative
and coaching capability and
capacity

·

The majority of associations do not employ staff and are
reliant on volunteers - capability of volunteers is variable.
There is limited investment in growing the game through
school programmes, skills clinics and other initiatives.

Funder policy changes

·

Class 4 Gaming requirement to reinvest money in the
community from which the $$ are drawn has impacted on the
amount of funds available for softball, with some positive and
some negative impacts.

Legislative Challenges

·

Legislative changes have had a significant impact on sport. The
Reserves Act 1977 has not kept pace with a changing sporting
environment, redefining 'commercial activity' and inhibiting
sustainability of sports facilities.

·

Liquor licensing changes and lowering of the breath alcohol
level have had a dramatic impact on sports club revenue.

·

Changes to health and safety requirements have added
additional compliance and liability requirements.

Impacts of population change

Increased ethnic diversity with many immigrants coming from
countries with a softball playing tradition and the need to find
ways of connecting with these people.

The level of these impacts on sustaining and growing the sport varies, as does the impact on future
facility requirements. It will be different in different areas and needs a localised response.
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8.0 SUSTAINABILITY OF THE FACILITY NETWORK
It is important that the facility network is sustained at international, national, association and local
levels. It is necessary to prioritise strategic investment to:
•

Targets resources to areas of the sport or location where there is the most need

•

Target associations that have the greatest potential to grow the game of softball

•

Target local authorities to ensure priority projects are included in local or regional sport facility
plans.

8.1

International Facilities

It is very important for softball in New Zealand that there is a stadium capable of hosting world
championship and international events every 8-10 years. Hosting key strategic events creates
increased opportunities for international competition for our own Black Sox and White Sox teams, and
it increases the profile and standing of the sport in the minds of the media and public, and within the
international softball community.
The required infrastructure is in place in Rosedale Park, Albany. This includes scoreboards, floodlights,
changing facilities, administrative facilities, and space for food and beverage services. The park is able
to accommodate temporary seating to increase capacity as required.
The additional of batting cages at Rosedale Park, Albany would support a national training centre for
Black Sox and White Sox teams, and there are plans to extend the permanent seating to include
Diamond 2.
There is a long-term risk that operation of the stadium, diamonds and floodlighting at Rosedale Park,
Albany might become unsustainable. North Harbour Softball is addressing that risk, with a plan in
place for a number of initiatives that will assist. North Harbour Softball has suggested that Auckland
Council take ownership of the floodlights, and be responsible for maintaining them, and this will be
discussed over the next twelve months.
Auckland Softball, Counties Manukau Softball and North Harbour Softball are engaged in discussions
on the possibility of a regional structure for softball in the greater Auckland area. Sustainability of the
facility network, efficient and effective operations, and growth of the sport, are key drivers of these
discussions.
Canterbury Softball is planning an upgrade of Mizuno Stadium to international standard. The stadia is
expected to be able to accommodate senior international events including future WBSC World Cups.
Although the planning process is underway no definitive times lines are in place. That aside, successful
proposals could see work commence in September with a completion date of January, 2019.
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8.2

National Facilities

There are sufficient national standard facilities (also capable of hosting junior world championship
events) to meet the needs of Softball NZ. Sustaining the network to the current standards, given the
challenges the sport is facing, will continue to be a challenge. Links to regional and local sport facility
plans, are important and essential to long-term network sustainability.
Artificial turfs.

There are 60 skin or artificial softball diamonds in New Zealand. An artificial playing surface
eliminates mud, minimises maintenance and limits the number of games cancelled due to
inclement weather. There are also 16 junior fields which are full artificial turf.
Local authorities are increasingly installing sand-based fields to increase field utilisation for winter
sports. Sand-based fields are particularly unsuitable for softball infields (although ideal in the
outfield). The sand surface is soft and deep holes quickly form around the batters' box, pitchers
plate and bases. The holes are dangerous for batters, fielders and base-runners. In response local
authorities are installing artificial turf batter’s box and in some cases, bases and pitching mats.

Maintenance

There is variable quality of the outfields - with uneven and potentially dangerous surfaces. There
is variable condition and height of backstops and fences - potentially dangerous and there is the
negative impact of stray balls on neighbours.
There is a need for associations to work with their local Council to address these issues to ensure
that softball is played on a surface that is fit for purpose and safe to play on.
There is a high cost of maintaining diamonds, clubrooms and floodlights, and some softball
associations have full responsibility for this cost. This is putting pressure on volunteers and the
facilities as they age.
No analysis has been done on the cost of providing artificial surfaces for softball v the cost of
maintaining grass diamonds.

Floodlights

Only 14 diamonds across New Zealand have working floodlights for training and/or competition.
The traffic situation in our major cities means some teams are not able to start training until 6pm
which limits training times in the early and latter parts of the season.
Although installing and maintaining floodlights is costly, greater utilisation could be made of
existing facilities, and new opportunities could be provided for social softball, if floodlights were
available.

Sharing
Clubrooms

Ageing clubroom facilities have a higher cost of maintenance and there is usually insufficient
money set aside for renewals. 21 clubrooms are provided on a shared basis to support their
sustainable operations.
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Mobile Fencing

Mobile or portable fencing provides an ideal opportunity to create fit for purpose diamonds for
varying ages, genders and tournaments with minimal setup time. Mobile fencing is volunteer
friendly in that the ability to mobilise a home run fence in a short period of time is more
conducive than the construction and deconstruction of fences at the start and end of a season.
In addition mobile fencing can be used for alternative means such as crowd control, temporary
security barriers and zoning off identified areas.
Although there are a number of significant advantages in using mobile fencing they do not come
without their challenges. Given the quantity and size of mobile fencing storage is likely to be an
issue for most Clubs and Associations. Cost is the other major barrier with top of the line mobile
fencing estimated at $80k. Obviously there are alternatives options and this is an area Softball NZ
plans to research further.

Storage of
Equipment and
Fences

8.3

Storage is at capacity at every sports park - backstops, bases, home plates, fencing are at risk.
Development of new multi-sport facilities can assist in providing equipment storage. Each
association needs to work with the local authority to address this need.

Association and Local Facilities

A number of facility improvements have been identified for softball facilities that enhance the quality
of the experience for participants, reduce injury risks, and in the long-term reduce costs for local
authorities.
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9.0 SUMMARY OF FUTURE FACILITY NEEDS
The following table takes in account population changes over time, the number of teams per 1,000 of population now and predicted in the future, the number
of diamonds now as a ratio of teams and whether additional diamond are needed to meet expected population and membership growth, and other known
needs relating to the quality of facilities required. The priority will be determined, alongside other sport needs, within each local authority area, and expressed
through sport facility plans.
Association

Aorangi

Auckland
(ASA, CMS &
NHS)

BOI

No. players17

Participation
per 1,000
2013 census

Predicted
players based
on 2038
census18

No. of
diamonds

Ratio teams
per diamond

Additional
diamonds to
meet growth

444

107

375

8

5.9

Low

Enclosed skin diamond; well-maintained diamonds;
clubroom upgraded to meet current needs.

5,715

261

8,544

83

5.3

High

The Auckland Softball Facility Plan identifies facility
upgrades to meet current needs. Planning for new
fields to meet future demand is essential. CMSA is in
a targeted population area with a high priority need
to provide a new home for softball, or to upgrade
their existing facilities. NHSA has sufficient fields to
allow for growth to occur.

420

144

450

Low

Bay of Islands has not indicated at this stage any need
for additional diamonds.

Future Facility Needs

18

17

Senior teams x 15 and junior teams x 15 players (excludes social players who may play mid
-week or Sundays)
Calculated by taking the number per thousand in 2013 and applying this to the predicted population in 2038
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No. players18

Participation
per 1,000
2013 census

Predicted
players based
on 2038
census20

No. of
diamonds

Ratio teams
per diamond

Additional
diamonds to
meet growth

3,744

150

4,972

78

7

High

A full upgrade of Mizuno Ball park is needed with 2
full outfield/infield turf diamonds. Two turf projects
are underway at Foster Park (Selwyn) and Kaiapoi
East (Waimakariri). A new diamond facility in South
Canterbury may be required to meet future demand.

276

67

352

4

7

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target.

Hawkes Bay

1,512

104

1,648

6

20.3

Low

High ratio of teams per diamonds. Diamonds need
upgrading with artificial batters' box, bases and
pitching mound on grass diamonds. Clubroom needs
upgrading.

Hutt Valley

1,212

119

1,306

34

3.6

Low

Fraser Park Sportsville development will meet long
term needs.

Manawatu

816

35

994

7

11.6

Low

Upgrade the clubroom and provide lights for
training/playing.

Association

Canterbury

Central Otago

18

Future Facility Needs

Senior teams x 15 and junior teams x 12 players (excludes social players who may play mid
-week or Sundays)
Calculated by taking the number per thousand in 2013 and applying this to the predicted population in 2038
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Marlborough

222

201

236

5

3.6

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target. A new multi-sport clubroom is planned.

No. players19

Participation
per 1,000
2013 census

Predicted
players based
on 2038
census22

No. of
diamonds

Ratio teams
per diamond

Nelson

429

114

504

4

9

Low

There are sufficient quality diamonds to meet a low
growth target.

Otago

894

213

1,092

6

11.8

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target. Upgrade Diamond 1 for all weather use, and
one grass diamond.

Tairawhiti

615

76

661

6

8.6

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target. Converting one grass diamond to an artificial
field would meet future needs.

Waikato

711

94

1,034

14

5.2

High

WSA is short of 2 diamonds to meet the growth target
and is focussed on getting softball recognised in the
Waikato Regional Sport Facilities Plan.

Wanganui

540

375

567

18

2.5

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target, but diamonds and clubroom need upgrading.

20

Association

19

Additional
diamonds to
meet growth

Future Facility Needs

Senior teams x 15 and junior teams x 12 players (excludes social players who may play mid
-week or Sundays)
Calculated by taking the number per thousand in 2013 and applying this to the predicted population in 2038
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Wellington

Western BOP

1,491

132

1,853

52

3.9

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a medium
growth target. Upgrading one diamond to an
artificial turf will meet future needs.

219

208

274

8

2.9

Low

There are sufficient diamonds to meet a low growth
target, but poor drainage. An offer of a new ground
in Bethlehem is being considered.

22

-week or Sundays)
Calculated by taking the number per thousand in 2013 and applying this to the predicted population in 2038
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In summary, based on an evidence based assessment, the highest need for additional facilities is in the
greater Auckland area (including Counties Manukau and potentially North Harbour), Canterbury and
Waikato.
Whether the potential for participant growth is realised cannot be accurately predicted, and relies on
a number of factors. Most important is the amount of investment that is available for game
development. Softball is competing in a fearlessly competitive space, against all other sports. Its
competitive advantages are its appeal to targeted population groups i.e. Maori, Pacific, immigrants
and women in particular.
Based on feedback from associations, the greatest need for higher quality diamond and/or clubroom
facilities (in addition to Auckland, Counties Manukau, Canterbury and Waikato) is in Aorangi, Hawkes
Bay, Manawatu, Marlborough, Otago, Tairawhiti, Southland, Wanganui, Wellington and Western Bay
of Plenty.
Planning for some of these projects has already commenced, while others are being identified for the
first time in this plan. All of these projects need to be identified in the relevant local or regional sport
facility plan in order to receive consideration from the local authority.

10.0 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS & APPROACHES
The following section provides a selection of approaches to assist Softball NZ and the Associations with
addressing the key issues and opportunities outlined in the previous sections, in order to sustain and
grow the facility network and meet the established criteria20
This section does not include opportunities to grow the game, which are more appropriately
addressed in the Whole of Sport Plan, the Slo-Pitch Softball Plan and the Masters Softball Plan. It is
expected that Slo-Pitch and Masters Softball will not create a need for additional facilities, but rather
maximise use of existing facilities.
This section does not include plans for increasing capability of leaders, administrators and volunteers.
This needs to be addressed by Softball NZ through development of a Workforce Strategy in
consultation with local sports trust.
The main requirements are for maximising use of existing facilities, planning for new facilities in areas
of projected significant population growth, and maintaining or upgrading existing facilities to meet
current and ongoing needs.

Opportunity
Include plans for
softball facilities in
local and regional
sport facility plans

20

Proposed Approach
Ensure softball's
facility needs are
reflected in all sport
facility plans

Description

Who

Associations to identify current status
of facilities, gaps in provision, links to
their local or regional sport facility
plan. Softball NZ to lead in Northland
and other new growth areas.

Associations,
Softball NZ

When
2018+

Criteria Matrix Appendix 3
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Opportunity
Respond to
e
population
growth where
facilities are not
currently available

Maximise use of
existing facilities

Proposed Approach
Advocate for
additional new
sports fields in areas
of significant
population growth
or where softball is
played by a targeted
population group
and is growing in
popularity
(increased demand).
On a case-by-case
basis develop
strategies to make
better use of
existing facilities
and as required
provide more fields
Assess the viability
of developing
artificial batters
boxes and diamonds
to improve the
quality of diamonds
to allow more
intensive use.
Investigate the
potential
development of
artificial diamonds
in areas of need.
Advocate for
provision of
floodlights for
training and playing.

Access to storage

Maximise the use of
existing storage and
research of
alternative means.

Description

Who

Update the Auckland Regional
Softball Facility Plan to include
National Facilities Plan findings
Work with relevant local authorities
and sports trust to include future
facility planning in sport facility plans
in Auckland, Canterbury and Waikato
Work with Sport Northland to include
space for softball facilities within the
Northland area.

Consultants,
Local
Associations,
Local Authorities
and Sports Trusts

2017+

Associations,
Softball NZ,
Sports Trusts,
baseball

2018+

Artificial turf will enable a maximised
level of utilisation with higher initial
cost but reduced cost of maintenance
over time.

Local Clubs,
Associations,
Councils and
Softball NZ

2018+

Identify specific needs for inclusion in
sport facility plans for upgrading of
diamonds to artificial infields (and
possibly outfields).

Associations,
Councils and
Softball NZ

2018+

Identify specific needs for inclusion in
sport facility plans to enable
increased access to existing facilities.

Associations,
Councils

2018+

Clubs and
Associations.

2017+

Work with individual associations
who are struggling with limitations of
space

When

Work with baseball as required to
explore opportunities for shared use
of fields

Form partnerships to utilise existing
storage to accommodate fencing and
equipment.
Apply to charitable trusts to secure
funding for shipping containers as a
storage solution.
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Opportunity
Access to mobile
fencing

Proposed Approach
Investigate existing
and alternative
means of mobile
fencing options.

Description

Who

Portable mobile fencing will allow
Clubs and Associations the ability to
build fit for purpose diamonds
meeting the needs of age groups and
genders.

When

Clubs and
Associations and
funders

2018 +

Softball NZ

2018+

Apply to charitable trusts to secure
funding.
National Facility
Plan Updates

Associations to
report annually on
facility renewals and
needs

A question to be included in the
annual survey to Associations asking
for information on team numbers.
Information to be used to support
Associations to advocate for facility
upgrades and renewals based on
evidential need.
Update the National Facilities Plan in
2028

11.0 NATIONAL PERFORMANCE HUBS
Softball NZ has proposed development of three National Performance Hubs - Northern, Central and
Southern, which will impact on future facility needs. This initiative is designed to support talented
young softballers to reach their potential, with the overarching aim of national teams succeeding on
the international stage.
The criteria for a National Performance Hub is accessibility to the following facilities (not all facilities
will be on site but should be within 10-15 minutes driving distance):
1. All weather softball diamonds
2. Accommodation
3. Batting Cages
4. Indoor sports complex
5. Cooking facilities
6. Support services i.e. physiotherapists, nutrition, drug experts, athlete life advice
7. Locally based performance coaches
There are no facilities, associated with softball, that currently meet the criteria for a National
Performance Hub. As this initiative is at an early planning stage, there is no provision in this plan for
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upgrading facilities to meet the criteria. This will be included in a future National Facilities Plan. The
facilities that most closely meet the criteria are as follows:
Northern

Central

Southern

·

Prince Edward Park, Pukekohe - two skin diamonds (summer only)

·

Pulman Lodge, Papakura - accommodation

·

Bruce Pulman Park, Papakura - indoor sports complex

·

Action Indoor Sports

·

Fraser Park, Sportsville - two skin diamonds (summer only)

·

Silverstream Retreat - accommodation

·

Hutt Indoor Sports Centre

·

Trentham Sports Centre

·

Mizuno Ball Park - two skin diamonds (all year access)

·

QE2 Park - Accommodation

·

Action Indoor Sports, Waltham

·

Pioneer Recreation and Sport Centre
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Appendix 1:

Diamonds per team

Based solely on the ratio of diamonds per team, relative demand for additional fields, based on current
supply, can be estimated as follows (additional criteria is considered when looking at future needs):
Association

Skin or
artificial
diamonds

Aorangi
Auckland
Canterbury

Grass
diamonds

Social or
junior
diamonds

Floodlights

8

Teams
(2016-17)

Ratio of
teams per
diamond

Highest Level
facility

Relative demand
for additional
fields

47

5.9

Association

Low

11

31

5

8

236

5

National

Low

4

35

39

1

313

7

National

Low

4

28

7

Association

Low

Central
Otago
Counties
Manukau

5

13

112

6.2

Junior
National

Low

Hawkes Bay

3

3

122

20.3

National

High

Hutt Valley

7

11

123

3.6

National

Low

Manawatu

2

5

81

11.6

National

Medium

Marlborough

1

1

18

3.6

Association

Low

Nelson

4

36

9

National

Low

North

2

16

119

7.4

International

Low

Otago

1

5

71

11.8

National

Medium

Tairawhiti

1

5

52

8.6

National

Low

Southland

3

9

16

66

4.4

National

Low

Waikato

2

8

4

73

5.2

National

Low

Wanganui

3

15

45

2.5

National

Low

Wellington

9

14

29

204

3.9

National

Low

Western BOP

2

2

4

23

2.9

National

Low

60

185

116

1,769

4.9

16

3

2

Harbour
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Appendix 2:

Population Trends

Population growth is a potential predictor of growth of a sport. However it is very simplistic as changes
in demographics (e.g. Auckland's increasingly culturally diverse population, and an ageing population)
impact on sport participation trends.
Based on market share the following predictions of future demand for softball facilities has been
generated (which align with Section 9). Other predictors may have greater relevance e.g. membership
trends, the amount of investment in game development.

Association

District or
Regional
population
201321

2018

2023

2023

2033

2038

Number of
softball
teams
2016-2017

Aorangi
(Timaru)

45,400

47,400

48,500

49,400

50,000

40,100

47

Slow growth

Auckland
(includes ASA,
CMSA & NHSA
catchments

1.493m

1.670m

1.860m

1.990m

2.112m

2.223m

467

Strong
growth
potential in
CMSA catchment

Bay of Islands

60,600

62,900

64,100

64,900

65,200

64,900

47

Slow growth

Canterbury

562,900

623,200

664,200

694,300

721,700

745,800

313

Strong growth
and rising
membership

Central Otago

17,895

18,500

20,500

21,400

22,200

22,900

31

Low Growth

Hawkes Bay

158,000

164,100

167,400

169,900

171,200

171,400

122

Medium growth

Hutt Valley

142,500

148,400

151,700

153,900

155,200

155,400

Manawatu

28,500

80,700

31,900

32,900

33,800

34,400

81

Low growth

Marlborough

44,700

46,000

46,900

47,400

46,600

47,500

18

Low growth

Nelson

48,700

51,800

53,700

55,300

56,500

57,400

36

Low growth

Otago

208,800

225,800

236,000

242,700

248,300

252,700

71

Medium growth

Tairawhiti
(Gisborne)

47,000

48,500

49,400

50,000

50,300

50,200

52

Low growth

Waikato

66,500

75,200

81,700

87,200

92,400

97,200

73

Growth potential

Wanganui

42,153

240,500

244,600

247,500

248,900

248,800

45

Medium growth

21

Potential growth/
decline in softball
participation based
on population
changes

Low growth

Statistics NZ, Census Data, 2013
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Wellington

197,500

212,800

222,600

230,500

238,000

244,600

204

Adequate
provision to cater
for growth

Western BOP

45,500

49,500

51,800

53,800

55,500

56,900

23

Medium growth
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Appendix 3:

Matrix Criteria

INTERNATIONAL
National criteria, able to host international
tournaments.

NATIONAL
Association criteria, able to host national
age-grade tournaments, NFC & National
Clubs.

ASSOCIATION
Local criteria, able to host weekly senior
softball competitions. Potential to host
South/North island U15 tournaments & Div
2 Secondary Schools.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least 2 skin infield playing diamonds.
At least 2 practice diamonds; same
infield composition as main diamond/s.
Minimum four light towers if night
games played (650 lux infield, 450 lux
outfield).
Enclosed dugouts each field below
ground level; entrance to playing field
(at least 9m x 1.2m).
Electronic scoreboard with reader board
and video board: left or right field
behind outfield fence..
2 bullpens, each with two pitching
rubbers and home plates.
2 batting cages preferably covered top.
2 foul poles at least 4.57m high and
yellow in colour.
Backstop fencing made from netting
7.62m - 9.14m from home plate.
Side boundary fences 1.2-2m high.
Outfield fence 1.2-2m high.
Minimum 76.2m to outfield fence
(males) and 67.06m (females).
3.05-3.65m dirt-warning track for side
and outfield fence.
Tarp to cover the infield surface in the
event of rain.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

At least three diamonds.
Warm up area adjacent to main
diamond/s.
Light towers on main diamond
preferable (necessary if night games are
played, 650 lux infield, 450 lux outfield).
Two dugouts/player seating on each
field with entrance to the playing field.
Detailed scoreboard preferable for main
diamond. Basic scoreboard preferable
for other diamonds.
Backstop fencing made from netting
7.62m - 9.14m from home plate.
Minimum 76.2m outfield for males and
67.06m for females.
Two fully fenced diamonds preferable
(side and outfield fences 1.2m - 2m
high).
If a skinned and fully fenced diamond, a
dirt warning track is required around
the side and outfield fencing.
Pitching blocks and pitching mats for
each diamond.

•
•
•
•
•
•

At least two diamonds.
Warm up area adjacent to main
diamond/s.
Light towers with adequate illumination
if night games played.
Two dugouts/player seating on each
field with entrance to the playing field.
Basic scoreboard preferable.
Backstop fencing 7.62m - 9.14m from
home plate.
Minimum 76.2m outfield (males) and
67.06m (females).
Pitching blocks and pitching mats for
each diamond.

LOCAL
Able to host junior/social softball games &
training sessions.

•
•
•
•
•
•

At least one diamond.
Warm up area adjacent to main
diamond/s.
Light towers with adequate illumination
if night games played.
Two dugouts/player seating on each
field.
Backstop fencing.
Minimum 76.2m outfield (males) and
67.06m (females).
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VENUE & FACILITIES
INTERNATIONAL
National criteria, able to host international
tournaments.

LOCAL
Able to host junior/social softball games &
training sessions.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
Association criteria, able to host national age- Local criteria, able to host weekly senior
grade tournaments, NFC & National Clubs.
softball competitions. Potential to host
South/North island U15 tournaments & Div 2
Secondary Schools.
Stadium seating for at least 5000
• Designated spectator areas (preferably
• Designated spectator areas (preferably
spectators (preferably some covered).
some covered seating).
some covered seating).
Adequate infield seating for VIP’s, media • At least two dressing rooms.
• At least two dressing rooms/areas.
and athletes.
• Umpires’ area and dressing room.
• Adequate rest rooms and amenities for
athletes and spectators.
• Rest rooms and showers for athletes
At least 2 dressing rooms with rest
room/shower facilities for 20 people.
• Rest rooms for spectators.
• Shaded areas for players and officials.
Coach’s dressing room with shower and • Facilities for the media with power
outlets.
dressing facilities; umpire's dressing room
• Scorers’ and statistician’s room.
Indoor area for Umpire-In-Chief large
enough for six people.
• Technical/Administration office
• Information board with results, fixtures,
A training room per team to hold
statistics and teams with shirt numbers.
equipment to treat injured players with
phones, water and electricity.
• Shaded areas for players and officials.
On-site storage facility at least 40 feet x
70 feet for maintenance equipment.
6 feet high perimeter fence completely
around the stadium to enclose the venue
and prevent outside visibility into field of
play.
Drug testing area with private facilities.
Rest room facilities for spectators.
Glass enclosed press box overlapping
playing field.
Workrooms in Main Stadium behind
home plate.
Media workroom to handle at least 150
working media with computer
capabilities, fax, phone and CCTV.

Adequate rest rooms and amenities for
athletes and spectators.
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•
•
•

•

•

Large interview room for 150 people in
theatre style seating with head tables.
IF Lounge and Olympic Family Lounge.
Technical Delegates room. Private and
secured, and hold up to 10 people
comfortably. Must have computer,
phone and CCTV capabilities.
WBSC-SD President and Secretary
General Offices approximately 12 feet x
12 feet with CCTV, telephone and
computer capabilities.
WBSC-SD Secretariat workroom within
large enough to house 6 staff. Must
have partition separations, fax, copy
machine, computers and phones.
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Appendix 4: New Zealand Diamond Specifications
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Appendix 5: Floodlighting Specifications22

22

Reproduced with permission of NHSA
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Appendix 6: Case Study - Rosedale Park, Albany
The international diamonds at Rosedale Park were officially opened in 1987, and floodlights were
added in 1995. After being awarded hosting rights for the 2013 ISF World Men's Softball
Championships, NHSA raised $2 million to build a 500 seat stadium and install new international
standard floodlights and a scoreboard. Auckland Council invested around $800,000 in moving the
diamonds to create space for the stadium, upgrading the diamonds, building a retaining wall and
viewing banks.

Rosedale Park

Features

Main Diamonds

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Two main playing diamonds with skin infields
Four light towers for night games
For TV (and live streaming) purposes Field 1 is an average of 1,100 lux on
the infield and 850 lux on the outfield. Diamond 2 average of 850 Lux in
infield and 650 lux on the outfield.
Two enclosed dugouts on each field (below ground level), with one
entrance to the playing field from the dugout, and another entrance from
the field to the area outside the dugout
Electronic scoreboard with reader board and video board (located left of
centre behind the outfield fence to allow a TV camera to be centre field. A
scoreboard on Diamond 2 that displays team names and a running score.
Two bullpens, each with two pitching rubbers and home plates (inside the
1st and 3rd baselines)
Two foul poles 4.57 metres high and yellow in colour
Fully covered stadium with spectator seating capacity for 500 (with
temporary seating catering for up to 4,500)
Perspex screen set into the catchers screen to allow for video and TV
cameras.
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Stadium
Infrastructure- Main
Diamond

•
•
•
•

Change rooms with toilets and showers
Umpire's facilities with toilets and showers
Board/Conference
Kitchen amenities

•

Competition Manager's room

•

Kiosk

•

Reserved area for wheelchairs

•

Disability access

•

Separate disability amenities

Training Equipment &
•
Diamonds

At least four practice diamonds provided - may be grass diamonds but need
to be fenced, and have a backstop, pitching block and bases provided

.

Appendix 7: Case Study – Blacktown, Sydney
Overview

Since the Softball Centre's establishment in 2000 as a playing venue for the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games, it has continued to be regarded as one of the best Softball venues in the world. The Centre
has hosted a variety of first class events including World Fastball Softball Championships,
International Softball Challenge and the Men's and Women's National Fastpitch Championships.
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The Australian Institute of Sport Softball team train at the venue and is also home of the Western
Sydney Academy of Sports Softball Program and the NSW Softball's Rising Stars development squads.

Blacktown International Sports Park is a multi-sports venue located in Rooty Hill, a suburb in Sydney, Australia.
Type of Facility
Main Diamond (Diamond 1)

Stadium Infrastructure- Main
Diamond

Features

•
•
•

Fully covered stadium with spectator seating capacity for 1100
Electronic scoreboard, and separate commentators & media box
Home & visitor dugouts and double home and visitor bullpens

•

•
•
•

Four change rooms that can be configured into two larger rooms.
All change rooms have toilets, showers and wash facilities
Multiple umpire's facilities with toilets, showers, change room
and meeting area
Board/Conference room fully air conditioned with separate
kitchen amenities
Competition Manager's room
Kiosk
First aid/Drug Testing Room

•

Reserved area for wheelchairs

•

Disability access

•

Separate disability amenities

•

Lift to all levels

•

Home and visitor dugouts and double home and visitor bullpens

•
•

Diamonds 2, 3 and 4
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Training Equipment

Other

•

Home and visitor team shelters with power and lights

•

3 x Batting Cages

•

T batting screens

•

1st Base screens

•

Softball pitching screens

•

Jugs pitching machines

•

Radar Guns linked to scoreboard on main diamond

•

All diamonds are fully fenced with 8ft home run fence

•
•

All four diamonds are floodlit to Australian standards for
international competition and/or training
The main and two secondary diamonds are sand profile and are
playable in most weather conditions due to an international
standard sporting field sub surface drainage system

•

Diamonds 1, 2 and 3 have full automatic irrigation systems

•

All diamonds have grassed outfields and skinned infields

•

Sheltered scorers facilities

•

All diamonds measure 68.58m

Appendix 8: Case Study - Hutt Valley Softball
The Hutt Valley Sportsville Project was launched in September 2009 to create a number of sports
'villages' or communities, making it easier for sports clubs to attract new members, offer new
programmes and control operational costs by pooling resources.
Fraser Park is one of three Sportsville hubs in Lower Hutt, and comprises eight founding clubs and associations
incorporating the sports of softball, rugby, squash, football, cricket and hockey.
Stage 1 was completed in 2015 at a cost of $3 million. Diamond 1 was upgraded to include an artificial
infield and new floodlights. The existing Diamond 3 was upgraded, Diamond 4 was upgraded to a lime
infield, and temporary grass diamonds completed the works.
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Work on Stage 2 has commenced at a cost of $15 million. This includes construction of a multipurpose
recreational hub including six squash courts, indoor training space, administration offices, meeting
facilities, eight changing rooms, a cafe and viewing decks.
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Appendix 9: Case Study - Nelson Softball
Nelson Softball is a national championship venue, but capable of also hosting junior international
championship events. The diamonds are maintained in impeccable condition to ensure ideal playing
surfaces for weekly competition and tournament events.
The facility is located at Saxton Field in Nelson and is they claim "the best diamond facilities in New
Zealand". The comprises four skin diamonds in very good condition. Permanent outfield fencing has
been installed on diamonds 1 and 2, and diamonds 3 and 4 are fully back- netted.

Nelson Softball share the pavilion with Nelson Hockey. The stadium boasts two large viewing areas
and decks, one of which looks over Diamond 1 and 2 for great viewing. The stadium includes a kitchen,
canteen, bar, four changing rooms, toilets, showers, and a separate meeting room for umpires.
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